
An unusually large debris flow at Hummingbird
Creek, Mara Lake, British Columbia
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Abstract: On 11 July 1997 a very large debris flow occurred at Hummingbird Creek, Mara Lake, British Columbia.
Long-term antecedent precipitation was record breaking, whereas short-term precipitation at Salmon Arm did not ex-
ceed the 2 year return period for intensity. A 25 000 m3 debris avalanche was initiated downstream of a forest road
culvert, which drained a small catchment that had been artificially increased by a factor of three. The debris avalanche
entered the channel of Hummingbird Creek and triggered a debris flow. Velocities were back-calculated using the
forced vortex equation and multiplied by the cross-sectional area to obtain peak discharge estimates that ranged from
600 to 1000 m3/s. Approximately 92 000 m3 of sediment was deposited during this event, which makes it the largest
nonvolcanic debris flow recorded in British Columbia to date. A three-dimensional runout model was used to simulate
this event. Results are in fair agreement with the observed behaviour. This study emphasizes the need to carefully man-
age forest resources with high downstream risks and the need for hazard assessments prior to development on alluvial
fans.
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Résumé: Le 11 juillet 1997, une énorme coulée de débris s’est produite dans le Hummingbird Creek à Mara Lake en
Colombie Britannique. La quantité de précipitation à long terme antérieure à la coulée fut exceptionnelle, alors que la
précipitation à Salmon Arm n’a pas dépassé l’intensité de précipitation correspondant à une période de récurrence de
deux ans. Une avalanche de débris de 25 000 m3 a été déclenchée en aval d’un ponceau de chemin forestier qui
drainait un petit bassin versant qui avait été agrandi artificiellement par un facteur trois. L’avalanche de débris entra
dans le canal de Hummingbird Creek et provoqua la coulée de débris. Les vélocités de la coulée ont été calculées à
rebours par l’équation de vortex forcé et multipliées par la surface de la section en travers du ruisseau afin d’obtenir
des estimations des débits de pic qui ont varié de 600 m3/s à 1 000 m3/s. Environ 92 000 m3 de sédiments furent
déposés par la coulée, ce qui en fait la coulée non volcanique la plus volumineuse en Colombie Britannique. Un
modèle tridimensionnel de parcours a été utilisé pour simuler cet événement. Les résultats sont en concordance
raisonnable avec les observations. Cette étude souligne la nécessité d’une gestion préventive des ressources forestières
dans les endroits qui présentent des risques élevés en aval, de même que la nécessité d’une estimation des risques
avant de procéder à des développements dans des dépôts alluviaux en éventail.

Mots clés: avalanche de débris, coulée de débris, modèle DAN, hydroclimatique, débit de pic, Colombie Britannique.

[Traduit par la Rédaction] Jakob et al. 1125

Introduction

Debris flow is a common type of mass movement in the
mountainous areas of British Columbia. The geomorphic
work accomplished by debris flows is likely unsurpassed by
any other landslide type. However, little information is avail-
able on their frequency or magnitude due to the short period
of settlement in hazardous areas. Over time, repeated debris
flows and debris floods have formed alluvial and colluvial

fans, which are now often attractive development sites on
narrow valley floors and along picturesque lakes. Although
the scientific understanding of the debris-flow process has
been substantially improved in the past 20 years, there still
is considerable need for improving methods of hazard as-
sessment.

In the early evening of 11 July 1997 a large debris flow
occurred at Hummingbird Creek, which drains a 16 km2 ba-
sin on the east side of Mara Lake south of Sicamous (Fig. 1).
This debris flow caused substantial damage by direct impact
on three buildings built in the 1960s, two of which were sub-
sequently demolished. Two residents were in their houses as
the debris flow impacted but remained uninjured. There are
approximately 150 houses on the fan of Hummingbird Creek,
with an average occupancy of two people. At least one third
of the homes are occupied only during the summer months.
Extensive scour and erosion occurred along Swansea Point
Road, which is the main road through the developed area of
Swansea Point. The debris flow also breached Highway
97A, making it impassable. Subsequent to the debris flow a
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report was issued by the British Columbia Ministry of Envi-
ronment, Lands and Parks (MELP), the Ministry of Forests,
the Ministry of Transportation and Highways, and Ministry
of the Attorney General (MELP et al. 1997). This report fo-
cused on the triggering mechanisms and meteorological an-
tecedents of the event. A more detailed study that included
the frequency and volume of debris flows at Hummingbird
Creek was carried out by EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.
and Kerr Wood Leidal Associates Ltd. (1998) under contract
with MELP.

Hummingbird Creek has an unusually low gradient for de-
bris-flow transport in basins with a low concentration of
fines such as found in debris flows from volcanic source ar-
eas. In this case, however, an exceptionally large side-slope
failure triggered a debris flow of sufficient magnitude to run
3.3 km to the creek fan. This paper presents the meteorologi-
cal conditions and land use that led to the initiation of the
debris flow, and discusses its magnitude and frequency and
the risk to development on the fan.

Study area

Hummingbird Creek basin is a moderately steep forested
watershed on the east side of Mara Lake on the western
slopes of the Monashee Mountains in south-central British
Columbia (Fig. 1). The creek follows a fault line that is eas-

ily identifiable on air photographs. Mara Creek, which drains
a 23 km2 basin to the south, joins Hummingbird Creek up-
stream of the developed area on the fan. Much of the basin
of Hummingbird Creek has moderately steep slopes ranging
between 16° and 26°. Local slopes, particularly those facing
northwest and southeast in the vicinity of the creek, are
steeper than 35°. These slopes are susceptible to landsliding
because of their steepness and shallow cover of surficial ma-
terial that can become saturated during extended periods of
high precipitation.

Bedrock geology is characterized by plutonic and meta-
morphic rocks of the Shuswap Metamorphic Complex,
which includes highly folded and locally fractured granitic
and gneissic rocks (Okulitch 1979; Thompson and Daughtry
1996). Gneissic rocks dominate in the basin. The degree of
jointing varies from heavily and randomly jointed rock along
the lower channel to more massive rock in the upper channel
of Hummingbird Creek. Several linear, steeply dipping frac-
ture systems were mapped along the western slope of
Hunters Range including Hummingbird Creek.

Apart from the channel and its side slopes, the basin is
covered by a veneer of soil and morainal material varying in
thickness between 0.3 and 1.0 m. In the upper basin, several
small debris chutes leading into Hummingbird Creek are
lined with colluvium derived from fractured bedrock along
these gullies.
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Fig. 1. Location of the study area. Contours in feet (1 ft = 0.3048 m), and contour interval = 100 ft. © Produced under licence from
Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, with permission of Natural Resources Canada.
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Debris-flow initiation

Hydroclimatic event
The severity of the climatic event with respect to debris-

flow initiation was investigated by rainfall frequency analysis
and streamflow analysis. Although no direct soil moisture
measurements are available for the time preceding the debris
flow, there is ample evidence that 1997 was an abnormally
wet year. The snowpack was on average 25% higher in April
through May at four snow course and snow pillow stations
nearby (Silver Star Mountain, station 2F10; Park Mountain,
station 1F04; Enderby, station 1F04; and Adams River, sta-
tion 1E07) (snowcourses operated by the Ministry of Envi-
ronment, Lands and Parks). Kamloops (stations 1163779 and
1163780), located approximately 80 km east of Mara Lake,
received the fourth highest total annual precipitation in its
100 year record (Environment Canada). Frequency analysis
of volumetric discharge on the South Thompson River at
Chase (gauge 08LE031) produced a return period of 40
years for 1997 (Water Survey of Canada). On a total-volume
basis, discharge at this station was 140% of average for the
period. The total precipitation values were also above any
previously recorded spring, summer, or early fall maxima for
a data record of 104 years. These observations indicate that
substantially higher than average antecedent moisture condi-
tions prevailed before 11 July.

In the period between 5 and 12 July, a strong low-pressure
system, characterized by two separate fronts, crossed the

Southern Interior. It brought heavy precipitation on 5 July
and frequent showers of increasing intensity and duration
between 7 July and the early hours of 12 July.

Rainfall was analyzed at the Sicamous Creek Ministry of
Forests Research Site (elevation 1720 m) climate station, lo-
cated approximately 10 km northeast of Hummingbird
Creek. Figure 2 shows the hourly rainfall intensity, which re-
flects the effect of the frontal systems that crossed the area
during this time period. Maximum rainfall intensities were
approximately 6 mm/h measured at 23:00 on 11 July. Ta-
ble 1 lists the return periods of total 4 day and 7 day rainfall
for three climate stations in the vicinity of Hummingbird
Creek. This table shows that rainfall totals were high, but
not unprecedented, ranging between 26 and 82 years for 4
and 7 days duration, respectively. The recurrence intervals of
Kingfisher station and tree farm licence (TFL) 33 are unreli-
able, since the return intervals calculated exceed the record
length by a factor of two to three.

Short-term rainfall data were analyzed from Salmon Arm
airport (20 km southwest of Hummingbird Creek). Figure 3
shows the intensity–duration curve for rainfall intensities
ranging from 5 min to 12 h. The 11 July data show that only
the 6 h rainfall reached the 2 year return period. In contrast,
the 5 July data indicate a 5 year storm for most durations
and a 10 year storm for the 10 min and 15 min durations.
This storm, however, did not trigger debris flows or other
landslides in the area. There are two possible explanations
for these findings. Either antecedent moisture is more

© 2000 NRC Canada
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Fig. 2. Hourly rainfall intensities from 5 to 12 July 1997 at Sicamous climate station.

4 day rainfall 7 day rainfall

Station
Elev.
(m asl)

Distance to
Hummingbird
Creek (km)

Precipitation
(mm)

RI
(years)

Precipitation
(mm)

RI
(years)

Length
of record
(years)

Kingfisher 640 15 95.5 52 114.5 57 16
TFL 33 1250 15.3 96.1 26 133.0 47 14
Salmon Arm 527 20.6 59.4 48 87.2 82 85

Table 1. Rainfall totals and return periods (recurrence interval RI) for selected climate stations.
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significant in determining the timing of the debris avalanche
that initiated the 11 July debris flow, or data from Salmon
Arm may not be representative for the Hummingbird Creek
basin due to observed spatial variability of rainfall as shown,
for example, by Church and Miles (1987). This observation
shows the need for more closely spaced weather stations to
define climatic thresholds for landslide initiation.

A frequency analysis of maximum daily creek discharge
was carried out. Since the streamflow gauging station at
Hummingbird Creek has not been active in recent years,
streamflow records for the closest active Water Survey of
Canada stations were used for this event. Vance Creek (sta-
tion 08LC040), located approximately 54 km south of Hum-
mingbird Creek, was the only station fully operational
during this event. The frequency analysis yielded an esti-
mated return period of 3 years. Although the hydrograph at
Vance Creek has a rising limb that commenced 6 July and
peaked on 12 July 1997, the return periods for the climate
stations in Table 1 are significantly higher. This suggests that
the hydrometric data obtained from Vance Creek are likely
to be representative.

Debris-avalanche initiation
At around 19:00, a debris avalanche was triggered on the

forested northwest-facing slope of Hummingbird Creek ba-
sin (Fig. 1). Debris avalanche is defined as a very rapid to
extremely rapid shallow flow of partially or fully saturated
debris on a steep slope, without a defined channel (Varnes
1978). The debris avalanche was initiated by shallow (ap-
proximately 0.75 m) overburden sliding over bedrock. The
overburden is classified as a poorly drained weathered till.
The bedrock, which is smoothed by glacial erosion, dips at
32–35°, supporting debris slide initiation on steep slopes
overlain by shallow overburden (Chatwin et al. 1994). The
debris avalanche scar has a triangular shape with the apex of
the triangle located 35 m downslope of the outfall of a
400 mm corrugated, metal pipe culvert. This culvert dis-

charged onto coarse road fill. From there it infiltrated into the
soil below. A second 500 mm culvert is located 65 m north-
east of the first culvert and drains a 37.5 ha area (Fig. 4).

The Rational Method was used to calculate peak runoff at
both culverts for the period from 5 to 12 July. The results in-
dicate that the first culvert was flowing at about 40% capac-
ity at the time of debris-flow initiation. The capacity of the
second culvert was slightly less than full capacity on 11
July. Although the road was apparently not overtopped dur-
ing the runoff event of 11 July, piping through road fill was
noted adjacent to the culvert.

Forest road construction above the landslide initiation
point increased groundwater interception rates, concentrated
surface runoff, and caused an increase in the drainage area to
the first culvert by a factor of 3.3, from 1.6 ha to 5.3 ha.
Logging slash consisting of branches, tree bark, and smaller
trees found in the stream draining to the second culvert re-
sulted in a partial diversion of flow to the basin draining the
first culvert.

In summary, high antecedent precipitation led to increased
soil moisture conditions at the time of debris-avalanche initi-
ation. Splatter of fine-grained liquid sediments were found
up to 3 m high on trees along both sides of the debris-
avalanche path. This indicates a high degree of saturation of
the slope at the time of failure. Concentrated runoff from the
first culvert probably increased soil saturation further, ulti-
mately leading to failure.

After initiation, the debris-avalanche path widened from
6 m at the headscarp to 110 m at the point of impact with
Hummingbird Creek channel, 560 m farther downslope. The
scour depth of the surficial cover ranged between 0.5 and
1.0 m. Thus, the volume (V) of the debris avalanche amounts
to approximately 25 000 m3:

[1] V = {6 m × 560 m + [(110 m – 6 m)/2]

× 560 m} × 0.77 m = 25 000 m3

© 2000 NRC Canada
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Fig. 3. Rainfall intensity–duration curve for Salmon Arm (527 m) showing the return intervals of the 5 July and 11 July storms.
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Fig. 4. Location of debris-avalanche initiation. Contours in metres, and contour interval = 200 m. Map reproduced with permission from the Ministry of Enviornment, Lands
and Parks of British Columbia.
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Upon impact the debris ran up 20 m vertically on the oppo-
site slope. The horizontal angle of impact was approximately
75°. No evidence of temporary damming was observed
upstream of the impact location, suggesting that the debris
avalanche spontaneously transformed into a debris flow.

Debris-flow frequency

Three methods were applied to date previous debris flows
at the site. The methods included are air photograph analy-
sis, anecdotal information, and tree ring dating.

Air photograph analysis
First, the large-scale air photograph chronosequence for

Hummingbird Creek basin was analyzed to detect changes
in channel morphology and debris-flow deposits. The air
photographs studied, covered the years 1928 (A360.27–
A360.32), 1951 (BC1292: 31–33), 1959 (BC2616: 73–77),
1970 (BC7267: 22–24), 1974 (BC647: 63–68), 1984
(BC84063: 82–84), 1987 (BC87084: 227–228), and 1994
(30BCC94041: 122–127). The 1928 air photographs indi-
cated a debris flood or debris flow that had recently occurred
in Mara Creek (Fig. 5). An older deposit estimated between
1930 and 1940 was visible north of the intersection of the
highway and Hummingbird Creek. The deposit is now too
fragmented by post-event construction to allow a sound esti-
mate of its volume. Between 1928 and 1951 a significant
change took place in the alignment of Hummingbird Creek
channel on the alluvial fan. A large debris flood shifted the
channel into its present position. An area up to 100 m wide
below the highway was inundated by debris and a sizeable
delta prograded into Mara Lake. It is unclear whether this
event stemmed from Mara Creek or Hummingbird Creek.
However, this event does not appear to have been a debris
flow, since no landslide scar was detected on the 1951 air
photographs. At an average channel gradient of 10°, in-
channel initiation of debris flows is very unlikely given the
resisting forces of coarse material in the channel. In-channel
debris-flow initiation has not been observed by any of the
authors. Therefore, it is believed that a debris flow in Hum-
mingbird Creek would have to be initiated by a side-slope
failure of substantial size that could be detected on air pho-
tographs.

No other significant events were detected on air photo-
graphs before the 11 July 1997 debris flow.

Anecdotal information
The second method used to document past debris flows

was historical analysis. Although no one permanently lived
on the fan before the 1950s, two people were in the area dur-
ing an event in the early 1930s. One person residing in
Sicamous recalled that it occurred on 30 June in the early
1930s (K.D. McCoy, personal communication, 1998). Fur-
thermore, a newspaper article of 2 July 1935 reports a down-
pour in Kamloops and several washed-out bridges, including
four south of Sicamous (Anonymous 1935). This evidence
indicates that the event most likely occurred in 1935. The
second witness, now living in Sicamous, stated that much of
the present fan at that time was covered by a layer of boul-
ders 4 ft (1.2 m) thick, and that the largest boulder had di-
mensions of 8 ft by 10 ft (2.4 m by 3.0 m). The highway

bridge was destroyed during this event (A. Boutwell, per-
sonal communication, 1998).

It is unclear from the description of the witnesses whether
the event was a debris flow or debris flood. As opposed to
debris flows, debris floods are mass transport events, domi-
nated by water discharges. Debris floods have significantly
lower peak discharges than debris flows and are therefore
usually less destructive. If the information of the witnesses
is accurate, and boulders ranged between 1.2 and 2.4 m in
size, the 1935 event was most likely a debris flow, since
shear forces exerted by debris floods in either Mara Creek or
Hummingbird Creek are insufficient to transport boulders of
this size, given the low slope angle on the fan. In contrast to
this interpretation, the lack of evidence of a landslide scar in
either the Mara Creek or Hummingbird Creek basins visible
on the 1928 air photographs suggests that the event was in
fact a large-volume debris flood. In absence of additional ev-
idence, the classification of the 1935 event remains unclear.

Dendrochronology
The third method used to date the frequency of debris

flows was an analysis of impact scars on trees along the de-
bris-flow channel. For this purpose 10 wedges and one disc
were extracted from coniferous trees near the fan apex. The
samples were sanded to a high finish and examined under a
microscope. Dates were obtained for 1925–1926, 1948–
1949, 1964–1965, 1971–1972, 1976–1977, and 1980–1981.
None of these dates confirms the 1935 event, which may be
due to the fact that most trees on the upper fan were logged
for house construction. Only the 1964–1965 and 1976–1977
dates were found on three trees each. The other scar dates
were discarded on the basis that they may have been caused
by other processes, such as tree fall or rock fall from an ad-
jacent bluff. There is no evidence of the 1964–1965 and
1976–1977 debris flows on the air photographs. It is there-
fore believed that they were of substantially lower magni-
tude than the 1935 or 1997 events and may have been debris
floods rather than debris flows.

In summary, three different methods were used to recon-
struct debris-flow occurrence on the Hummingbird Creek
fan. There is evidence that a debris flood occurred in the
1920s, 1935, 1946, 1964 or 1965, and 1976 or 1977. Air
photograph evidence and witness accounts are insufficient to
estimate the volume of those events. The only known debris
flow occurred on 11 July 1997.

Debris-flow volume

Knowledge of the volume is critical if the area affected, or
the size of a debris basin, are the primary focus of a study. A
volume estimate of the 11 July debris flow was made by
measuring the area and average depth of the deposit on the
fan and the delta that formed in Mara Lake.

The volume of debris deposited upstream of Highway
97A was measured by surveying 11 sections of the deposi-
tion zone. Length, width, and depth were recorded for each
station and summed. Total volume of debris-flow deposition
above the highway was estimated to be 49 000 m3. Figure 6
shows the distribution of debris on Hummingbird Creek fan.

The volumetric calculations of debris deposited down-
stream of Highway 97A were hampered for two reasons.

© 2000 NRC Canada
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Fig. 5. Air photograph taken in 1928 showing a recent debris flood or debris flow in Mara Creek. This aerial photograph (A360-28)
© 1928 Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, reproduced from the collection of the National Air Photo Library with permission
of Natural Resources Canada.
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Most of the deposited debris had been removed in the days
after the event, and much scour had taken place during the
event, thereby adding and redistributing material. Encrusted
mud remaining on tree trunks and shallow soil pits in areas
where debris had not been removed yielded an approxima-
tion of the deposition depth during the event. A contour map
of deposition depth was produced from these measurements.
Videos taken by residents were viewed to assess the amount
of sediment redistribution, and volumes were adjusted as
necessary. Total volume of sediment deposited on the lower
fan was estimated to be approximately 36 000 m3 (Table 2).

The volume of the new delta in Mara Lake was deter-
mined by a survey of the delta area. A comparison of beach

slope angles with the gradient of the newly deposited mate-
rials resulted in a volume approximation of 7000 m3.

Channel scour is responsible for the difference in sedi-
ment accumulation between the 25 000 m3 of the original
debris avalanche and the 92 000 m3 of sediment deposited
(49 000 + 36 000 + 7 000) but cannot be determined directly
because no information is available on the channel fill before
the event. For this reason, channel scour (S) per metre chan-
nel length was back-calculated according to the following
formula:

[2] S
V V V

L
= + −f d da

c

© 2000 NRC Canada
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Fig. 6. Distribution of debris deposits on Hummingbird Creek fan.
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whereVf andVd are the debris volumes of the fan and delta,
respectively, at Mara Lake;Vda is the volume of the debris
flow initiating debris avalanche; andLc is the channel length
from the fan apex to the debris-avalanche scarp. WithVf =
85 000 m3, Vd = 7000 m3, Vda = 25 000 m3, and Lc =
2400 m, the scour above the fan apex amounts to 28 m3 per
metre channel length. The scour depth can be calculated for
cross sections where the length of the wetted perimeter is
known. Scour depth in Hummingbird Creek ranges between
0.5 and 1.5 m. The 28 m3/m figure is close to the 23 m3/m
determined for Pierce Creek in the Chilliwack River valley,
which was initiated by a similarly large debris avalanche
(Jakob et al. 1997). This information is useful for further
studies in which scour needs to be predicted in channels
with similar size.

In summary, approximately 92 000 m3 was deposited dur-
ing the Hummingbird Creek debris flow of 11 July, making
it the largest nonvolcanic debris flow recorded in British Co-
lumbia to date.

Debris flow peak discharge

Peak discharge must be known for the appropriate design
of culverts, bridges, or debris retention and outlet structures.
It is calculated by multiplying average velocity and cross-
sectional area of the wetted perimeter. In the absence of direct
measurements or reliable eyewitness observations, debris-flow
velocity is frequently back-calculated from superelevation in
channel bends.

Calculating peak discharge from the simple product of ve-
locity and cross-sectional area results in two possible errors.

First, scour or deposition may have occurred in the channel
after the debris flow which would change the cross-sectional
area. Second, it has been noted by Webb et al. (1989) and
Jakob et al. (1997) that the cross-sectional area at the
superelevation site can be substantially greater than that at
cross sections measured upstream and downstream from the
site. This discrepancy is probably due to shock waves that
are particularly well developed in sharp channel bends
which result in a significant concave flow surface. To avoid
this problem, cross sections were recorded in straight chan-
nel sections below and above the superelevation site and
multiplied by the velocity estimate in the bend. The implicit
assumption is that the velocity and discharge in the bend
were roughly the same as those in the cross section just up-
stream. Twelve cross sections were recorded along Hum-
mingbird Creek (Fig. 7).

Table 3 shows velocity, cross section, and peak discharge
estimates for several stations along the channel. Peak dis-
charge at the fan apex was calculated using the forced vortex
equation to approximately 1000 m3/s (Table 3). This value is
50 times greater than the estimated 200 year flood of
20.1 m3/s, which emphasizes that channel restoration aimed
at flood hazard reduction is clearly inadequate to convey de-
bris flows of even lowmagnitude to Mara Lake (EBA
Engineering Consultants Ltd. and Kerr Wood Leidal Associ-
ates Ltd. 1998).

The calculated values represent the highest peak discharge
of a debris flow that has been documented in nonvolcanic
rock in British Columbia (Hungr et al. 1984; VanDine 1985;
Jordan 1994; Jakob 1996; Bovis and Jakob 1999). Debris
flows or lahars in Quaternary volcanoes in British Columbia

© 2000 NRC Canada
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Area in Fig. 6* Area (m2)
Average
depth (m)

Volume
(m3)

Reduction
factor†

Volume
deposited (m3)

1 35 000 0.5 17 000 0.3 11 900
2 50 000 0.3 15 000 0.2 12 000
3 130 000 0.1 13 000 0.1 11 700
Total 35 600 (±20%)‡

*Areas in Fig. 6 delineated by the 0.1 m, 0.3 m, and 0.5 m deposition contours, respectively.
†The reduction factor reflects the proportional amount of reworking of already deposited sediments.
‡The percentage in parentheses is the error estimate stemming from the measurement method.

Table 2. Volumetric calculation and mass balance.

Qmax (m3/s)*

Station Cross-sectional area (m2) Calculated velocity (m/s) Calculated Corrected

1+365 84 12 1000 1000
1+447 100 12 2000 1000
1+497 210 21† 2500 1000
1+612 200 8 1600 1000
1+804 120 8 1000 1000
2+427 160 7 1100 900
2+572 130 7 900 800
2+939 100 7 700 700
3+172 110 7 800 600

*Velocity (v) calculated by the forced vortex equation:v = (grc cosθ tanα)0.5, whereg is the gravitational constant,rc is the radius of curvature of the
centreline of a channel bend,θ is the banking angle of the flow, andα is the longitudinal channel slope.

†Velocity calculated by runup ((v = (2g∆h)0.5, where∆h is the height of runup) = 21 m/s.

Table 3. Peak discharge (Qmax) estimates at Hummingbird Creek.
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can be substantially larger due to the much larger amounts
of unconsolidated sediments (Clague and Souther 1982; Ev-
ans 1990; Bovis and Jakob 2000). Figure 8 shows the Hum-
mingbird Creek event on a logarithm–logarithm graph
plotting peak discharge versus total volume for an assembly
of data from all over the world. The figure shows that the
Hummingbird Creek debris flow is one of the two largest
recorded debris flows for the nonvolcanic model of all data
included inthis graph. This exceptionally high volume is likely
due to the very large initiating failure volume of 25 000 m3

and the intensity of scour in the channel, with a rate of
28 m3/m channel length over a travel distance of 2400 m.

Debris-flow runout

The distribution of the debris-flow deposits is shown in
Fig. 6. Deposition started at point A, 1365 m upstream of the
Mara Lake delta. The channel immediately upstream of the
point of deposition has a slope angle of 12° and is 8 m wide.
The slope angle decreases to 8° at point A and to 6° at a point
50 m downstream (Fig. 9). The deposits in this confined part
of the channel consist of coarse blocks with a modal diameter
of 0.5 m. An exception is the 9 m high, 8 m wide, and 6 m
long boulder shown in Fig. 10 and marked as Hinkelstein in
Fig. 6. The presence of this very large boulder proves that the
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Fig. 7. Creek cross sections on the upper creek fan and along the channel.
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Fig. 8. Peak discharge versus total volume relationship of debris flows worldwide, including Hummingbird Creek (after Mizuyama et
al. 1992).

Fig. 9. Lower Hummingbird Creek profile. CMP, corrugated metal pipe.
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flow was deep, dense, and viscous. It is particularly signifi-
cant in providing evidence of large flow depth.

The highest proportion of coarse deposits accumulated
between points A and B (Fig. 6), and was deposited
predominantly as in-channel deposits and large debris lobes.
These deposits have a modal particle size of 0.3 m, ranging
up to 2 m. Three grain-size analyses were conducted for the
matrix of the debris flow (Fig. 11), which was defined as the
material <2 mm in which larger clasts were transported and
deposited. Locations of these sites are indicated in Fig. 6.
Figure 11 shows that there are only small differences be-
tween the grain-size distributions of the three samples.

Lesser amounts of coarse debris were found upstream and
downstream of the blocked road culvert at point B and on
the surface of Highway 97A. These were up to 0.5 m thick
and contained fragments up to 0.4 m in diameter.

Point C (Fig. 6) represents the downstream margin of the
coarse deposition. Finer, highly saturated material continued
farther down the fan, concentrating in the main existing
creek channel and flowing unconfined down Swansea Road,
breaking through the blacktop and scouring approximately
1 m deep into the roadbed (Fig. 12). On 12 July, 1 day after
the event, excavators forced the newly formed channel of
Hummingbird Creek back into its previous position. The de-
posits accumulated downstream from Highway 97A repre-
sent “afterflow” deposits (Hungr et al. 1984), consisting of
the finer fraction of the debris, which continued flowing af-
ter bypassing the coarse debris accumulating farther up-
stream. The maximum diameter of boulders downstream of
the highway was 0.4 m. Judging from the amount of erosion
in older fan deposits and along the channel of Hummingbird

Creek, an estimated 20% of the sediments deposited
downstream from Highway 97A was debris eroded from the
debris flow farther upstream and redeposited by flowing wa-
ter between surges and after the passage of the last surge.
This volume was therefore subtracted from the total volume
estimate.

The deposition behaviour described above is typical of de-
bris flows. Under confinement in a gorge, coarse clasts accu-
mulate at the head of the surge. The bouldery front is pushed
along by the finer, more dilute material behind. When con-
finement is lost at a widening of the channel, part or all of
the coarse front is pushed aside and deposits in the form of
levees or boulder lobes and the more dilute material breaks
through. A new boulder front may re-form and the process
can continue for a considerable distance down the fan.
Finally, most of the coarse clasts have been deposited and
only a fine-grained, dilute afterflow remains in motion (i.e.,
Iverson 1997).

The term runout, in connection with debris flows, is usu-
ally considered as the distance of travel of continuous sheets
of material ranging up to boulder size measured from the fan
apex. It does not include reworked sediments or liquid
slurry, which often travel far beyond the limits of continuous
debris coverage, or sediments transported in the creek
channel by floodwaters during and after the debris flow. The
runout zone is also referred to as the direct impact zone as
defined by Hungr et al. (1987). This zone also contains the
limits of high debris-flow discharges (>1 m3/s) which are ca-
pable of inflicting severe damage to structures. Although
considerable amounts of deposition occur downstream of the
runout zone, thick deposits, large clasts, and the capacity to
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Fig. 10. The “Hinkelstein,” a very large boulder deposited approximately 100 m downstream of the fan apex (photograph by E. Hohndorf).
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inflict severe structural damage are absent in the “indirect
impact” zone downstream. By this definition, the runout
zone at Hummingbird Creek extends as far downstream as
point C in Fig. 6.

Debris-flow runout on unconfined alluvial fans is of major
geotechnical importance. It depends on the channel longitu-
dinal profile, composition of the debris-flow material, debris
volume, debris velocity, and flow depth. In general, the
larger and faster a debris flow and the more fine material
(particularly silt and clay) it contains, the farther it will
travel on the fan.

An attempt was made to calculate the runout distance us-
ing the momentum balance equation of Takahashi and
Yoshida (1979). Resistance in this model is due to an inter-
nal dynamic bulk friction angle. This value was estimated as
10° by Hungr et al. (1984) based on back-analyses of coarse,
plutonic rock derived debris torrents of coastal British Co-
lumbia. Other variables required for this analysis includeθ,
the runout slope angle, taken as 5° for the runout zone be-
tween the fan apex and the road; andθ0, U0, andH0, the en-
try slope, flow velocity, and depth at the fan apex,
respectively, taken as 12°, 12 m/s, and 8 m. The equations
used in the model are described by Hungr et al. Using the
above values, a horizontal runout distance of 265 m was cal-
culated. A comparison with the actual runout distance of
425 m measured between the confluence of Hummingbird
Creek and Mara Creek and point C indicates that the model
underestimates the runout distance by more than 100 m. The
reason for this discrepancy probably lies in the relatively low
internal friction of the local debris, which is finer than that
of the coastal debris torrents examined by Hungr et al. Good
correspondence between the estimated and actual runout dis-
tance would be observed with a bulk internal friction angle

of 8.5°. The bulk internal friction angle is a parameter com-
bining the dynamic effective friction angle of the debris and
dynamic pore-pressure effects (Takahashi and Yoshida
1979).

Dynamic analysis of the debris-flow runout

Debris flows exhibit dynamic and sedimentologic charac-
teristics depending on the lithology of their source areas.
Fine-textured debris flows are usually considerably more
mobile than those from coarse-grained plutonic source rocks
(e.g., Jordan 1994). A number of rheological models have
been proposed for dynamic analysis of debris flows, includ-
ing the Newtonian or viscous model (Hungr et al. 1984), the
Bingham or viscoplastic model (Johnson 1970), and the
granular flow or dilatant model (Takahashi 1981), all of
which assume laminar flow.

The selection of an appropriate rheological model is prob-
lematic. Existing evaluations of models such as those listed
above relied primarily on depth–slope–velocity data related
to the peak region of the debris surges. However, a compre-
hensive dynamic analysis would recognize that debris-flow
surges exhibit longitudinal sorting, thus contain regions of
varying rheology which travel together (Iverson 1997). The
rheology of a debris-flow surge likely varies not only spa-
tially as a result of sorting, but also temporally. With time,
the surge is diluted or drains, sorting develops and matures,
and coarse material from the surge front is gradually
discarded in the deposition area. This latter effect results in a
gradual skewing of the average character of the moving
mass toward the finer, more dilute fractions.

A recent model of debris-flow dynamics consists of a
nonhomogeneous solution, involving a stable boulder front
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Fig. 11. Grain-size curves for three matrix samples on Hummingbird Creek fan.
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with frictional properties and limited pore pressure, followed
by a zone of liquefied debris (Iverson 1997). This model is
not yet sufficiently advanced to allow practical modelling of
an event such as that which occurred at Hummingbird
Creek.

Hungr (1995) suggested a concept of “equivalent fluid”
which bypasses the complexities of surge heterogeneity. The
surge is assumed to be homogeneous, but the rheology of the
fluid is adjusted empirically to obtain bulk behaviour similar
to that of the real event. The criteria used to compare the be-
haviour of the model to the prototype include velocity, flow,
and deposition depth, and their distributions in space and
time. Rickenmann and Koch (1997) reported reasonable re-
sults in back-calculating debris-flow runout using the
Lagrangian numerical algorithm of Hungr with the Voellmy
two-parameter rheological model, developed originally for
snow avalanches but used for rock avalanches by Koerner
(1976).

Kent and Hungr (1995) examined the dynamic behaviour
of flow slides in coal mine waste, using a data base of 43
case histories collected from mines in southwestern British
Columbia. Most of the landslides could be back-analyzed
using a frictional model, with a bulk friction angle (total
friction angle, including pore-pressure effects) of 20–25°.
Twelve of the landslides entered gullies or channels and as-
sumed the character of saturated debris flows, similar to the
Hummingbird Creek event. Satisfactory results were ob-
tained in back-analysis of these cases, using the frictional
model on the scar of the initial flow slide and changing to
the Voellmy model once the slide entered a confined channel
and incorporated saturated material. The Voellmy parameters

recommended by Kent and Hungr (1995, p. 47) were a fric-
tion coefficient of 0.05–0.1 and a turbulence coefficient of
200 m2/s (for definition of these parameters see Hungr
1995). The same model was applied to the present case his-
tory.

The present analysis was made using the numerical model
DAN (dynamic analysis) (Hungr 1995). This continuum
model simulates the unsteady-flow characteristics of rapid
landslides such as debris flows, debris avalanches, and rock
avalanches. It uses a simplified Lagrangian finite difference
solution, which allows for the large-deformation behaviour
typical of rapid mass movements. DAN has recently been
modified to include mass change during flow (entrainment
and deposition values in m3/m can be input for various seg-
ments along the runout path; Hungr and Evans 1997). The
main limitation of the model is that it reduces a complex and
heterogeneous three-dimensional problem into a simplified
one-dimensional form. This reduces the accuracy of the re-
sults but allows for the necessary large-deformation behav-
iour.

As in the case of the coal waste flow slides mentioned
earlier, frictional rheology was used for the failure scar to
simulate the initial sliding of the failure block. The rheologic
parameters used in the analysis were selected from the range
found applicable in the mobile coal waste slides. A bulk dy-
namic friction coefficient of 20° was chosen. Thus, assuming
the effective dynamic friction angle of rapidly sheared debris
is about 30°, an average pore-pressure coefficient (Ru) of
approximately 0.3 appeared to be acting during the motion
of the flow. The Voellmy rheology was used in the
channelized section of the flow path to simulate the
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Fig. 12. Severe scour on Swansea Road by afterflow of the debris flow (photograph by E. Hohndorf).
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fluid-flow behaviour of the debris due to the addition of wa-
ter and saturated debris from the stream channel. The fric-
tion coefficient was set to 0.08, resulting in a bulk friction
angle of 4.6°, and the turbulent friction coefficient was input
as 200 m/s2. The unit weight of all material in the channel
was set to 20 kN/m2, and an entrainment yield rate of
28 m3/m was applied from the base of the failure scarp to
the fan apex according to calculations based on field esti-
mates of the magnitude of the initial source and final de-
posit. A shape factor of 0.67 was applied, resulting in an
elliptical, convex cross section which most accurately simu-
lates debris flow in a confined channel.

The DAN simulation resulted in a total runout distance of
700 m from the fan apex. Maximum deposition volume in
the model occurred at the distal end of the runout, at a hori-
zontal distance of approximately 600 m from the apex, and a
second smaller concentration of deposits occurred in the
model at a distance of approximately 60 m (Fig. 13). The to-
tal final volume of deposits calculated in the model was
87 000 m3. This figure includes the volume of the original
failure and the volume of material entrained during the de-
bris-flow descent.

The model accurately simulated the location of deposition
initiation, whereas the total runout distance was overesti-
mated by approximately 100 m beyond the actual limit of
coarse deposition (point C, Fig. 6). The debris in the field
was observed to taper distally, whereas the model resulted in
a bimodal distribution with very little taper on either end.

Thus, DAN provides a reasonable, if slightly conservative
estimate of total runout distance, whereas the distribution of
deposits is somewhat inaccurate. An improvement of this
discrepancy in deposition behaviour and resulting debris dis-
tribution awaits the development of a more sophisticated
model, allowing for the heterogeneity of the debris surges.

The maximum front velocity in DAN was 16 m/s, which
occurred at a horizontal distance of approximately 1200 m
from the bottom of the failure scarp (Fig. 13). This value is
4 m/s higher than the velocity estimated using the forced
vortex equation, which was based on data observed at a
superelevation station at 1447 m. Previous studies using
DAN indicate that the Voellmy rheologic model results in a
reasonable estimate of velocity. The accuracy of the velocity
calculations is further supported by the fact that the values
determined from empirical data and from the numerical so-
lution are of similar magnitude.

Debris-flow impacts

Damage occurred to cabins upstream of Highway 97A
and to the highway itself on Swansea Point. Damage up-
stream of the highway crossing involved the direct impact of
debris-flow material against five homes and other residential
structures (greenhouse, hydropower station) on the upper fan.
Two of these summer homes were destroyed, withminor
damage to the remaining structures (Fig. 14). Downstream
of the highway the damage was mostly limited to flooding
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Fig. 13. Results from the DAN analysis. The upper graph shows the debris profile along the path at 50 s intervals. The source profile
is indicated by the heavy broken line. The friction rheology was applied along the source path up to the arrowhead, with a bulk fric-
tion angle of 20°. Beyond the arrowhead the Voellmy rheology was applied with a bulk friction angle of 4.6° and a turbulence coeffi-
cient of 200 m/s2. The final deposit is defined by the heavy solid line. The lighter broken line indicates the erosion profile (28 m3/m).
Flow depth and erosion depth are exaggerated 30×.
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and the deposition of sediment and woody debris. This is
consistent with the classification of this area as an indirect
impact zone as defined by Hungr et al. (1987). Scour was
limited to Swansea Road. Lesser amounts of deposition and
flooding appear to have followed remnant channel align-
ments across the fan.

The culvert crossing at Highway 97A survived, but was
overtopped, and the highway was severely damaged at sev-
eral locations through scour of the fill materials (Fig. 12).
The inundation by flood waters and debris modified the pre-
vious groundwater flow regime of the fan, leading to a
raised water table and septic field problems on some proper-
ties. Water wells on the upper fan were also buried or de-
stroyed, resulting in the expenditure of several thousand
dollars for the drilling of new wells.

One person died of a heart attack while walking back to
his property during the debris flow. If more people had been
present in their homes on the upper fan at the time of the de-
bris flow or if it had occurred during darkness, there could
well have been further loss of life.

Conclusions

The debris flow on 11 July 1997 at Hummingbird Creek
had the largest volume of a debris flow from nonvolcanic
source rock recorded in British Columbia to date. It origi-
nated as a debris avalanche below a forest road culvert.
Drainage area above the culvert had been artificially tripled.
In addition, some of the runoff from an adjacent drainage
had been redirected into the contributing area drained by the
culvert. It appears that concentrated runoff from the road
culvert was a major contributing factor in initiating the de-

bris avalanche. Rainfall amounts preceding the event were
high, but not extreme. Overall soil moisture was likely
higher than usual because of the extremely wet preceding
months and heavy rainfall between July 5 and July 11. There
are indications that debris floods have occurred in the past,
though it is unclear which of the two adjacent basins is
geomorphologically more active. The 1997 debris flow was
likely a singularity in this century. The total volume and
peak discharge of the debris flow were unusually high com-
pared with other debris flows in coastal and interior British
Columbia. This is likely due to the large initiating failure
and the large amounts of material stored in the channel. This
in turn may be a function of the tectonic legacy of the chan-
nel that follows a zone of structural weakness and hence
high recharge rates. The debris flow destroyed several build-
ings and breached Highway 97A. Extensive scour took place
along Swansea Road. No life was lost directly by the debris
flow, which is very fortunate given its volume and destruc-
tive potential.

A back-analysis of the dynamic behaviour of the debris
flow was carried out using rheological parameters derived
from similar analyses of debris flows resulting from slides of
coal waste in southeastern British Columbia. The results
were satisfactory from the point of view of total runout dis-
tance and debris-flow velocity, but less accurate in terms of
the distribution of deposits on the fan.

This study reemphasizes the need to carefully examine
management of watersheds with high downstream
consequences. High-volume, low-frequency geomorphologic
processes are poorly understood in British Columbia due to
its comparatively short settlement history that allows the
documentation of such events. Many more alluvial fans like
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Fig. 14. Destroyed cabin approximately 120 m upstream from Highway 97A.
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the Hummingbird Creek fan can be found throughout British
Columbia, where similar events are waiting to happen. In
addition, the growing population in southern British Colum-
bia will stimulate the development of more potentially
hazardous sites. Further research into the behaviour of this
type of landslide is important to provide better tools for design.
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